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IN THIS EDITION
I’m pleased to present the Fall/Winter issue of our Real Estate & 
Construction newsletter.

Canadians are set to go to the polls in October and 
Americans are gearing up for an election year in 2020. Both 
economies have been relatively strong in the past few years 
supported by high levels of consumer confidence and 
spending backstopped by job growth and low interest rates.  
Both economies continue for the moment to forge along 
despite volatility in stock and bond markets largely created by 
trade tensions.  

As mentioned above, despite a reasonably strong economy 
supported by consumer spending, one cannot help but notice 
select pockets of vacant retail space across Southwestern 
Ontario, as well as many listings for office space reflecting 
commercial vacancies. Retail space may sit empty for months 
or, in some cases, years.  What are the various factors causing 
this to happen and what would appear to be a seemingly 
counterintuitive expectation? Our article, ‘Empty Spaces’ 
looks at some of the root causes and outlines the various 
inducements landlords can apply to help entice new tenants 
– or retain existing ones. The article also addresses some of 
the competing accounting and tax implications for each 
inducement. 

We hear more and more about how data analytics is becoming 
an important business management tool.  Our second article, 
‘Data Analytics for Construction Companies’, defines data 
analytics and describes how transactional data can be used 
to assess project profitability and identify incorrect materials 
pricing.  It can also be used to track signs of potentially 
fraudulent activity such as identifying fictitious employees 
or suppliers.  We outline some practical ways construction 
companies can test their data for these types of anomalies 
using powerful analytical tools.

Our “Road To Success” feature is Daniels Corporation,  
a prominent GTA-based real estate development company 
which takes great pride in building communities with a deeply 
rooted social conscience.  Jake Cohen, VP of Implementation 
at Daniels, shares their experience working closely with 
Toronto Community Housing and the Regent Park community 
over the past 13 years to revitalize the area. He also describes 
their ‘Universal Accessibility Program’ which they created as a 
result of getting involved in more housing developments for 
senior citizens. A fascinating story of commitment to a bigger 
cause to inspire a whole community.

Mike Stoyan
Practice Group Leader
Real Estate and Construction
mstoyan@fullerllp.com

WELCOME 
TO OUR 
NEWSLETTER! 

WE’RE GOING DIGITAL!  
This will be the last print edition of our Real Estate and Construction Newsletter.  
We want to share more insights with you and reduce our environmental footprint. If you currently only 
receive a hard copy of the Real Estate and Construction Newsletter and wish to continue to receive our 
content, please send us an email at marketing@fullerllp.com clearly indicating your name and company. 

!
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Jake Cohen
Daniels Corporation
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EMPTY 
SPACES
In boom and bust real estate markets alike, landlords are 
constantly challenged by changing trends. Vacancies in 
retail space are commonplace, even in the most sought-after 
neighbourhoods. If you take a walk around your area, it is likely 
you will notice properties that have been vacant for months. 

It begs the question, why do spaces remain empty in prime 
locations around our cities? 

There can be a multitude of factors. A common observation 
is that traditional bricks and mortar retailers are impacted by 
the rise of the digital economy and the changing consumer 
purchasing habits.  More people shopping online can translate 
to fewer people visiting the stores. 

On the other hand, the changing workspace environment 
such as office hoteling, hot-desking, and allowing employees 
to work remotely  have contributed to different demands from 
office tenants which landlords have to accommodate in order 
to satisfy tenant retention. 

To Fill or Not to Fill 

Perhaps one of the lesser known reasons is that landlords of 
retail spaces are not incentivized to fill vacancies with tenants 
who are unable or unwilling to pay market rent. For the 
passerby who sees the same For Rent signs in their community 
month after month, this seems counterintuitive. There is an 
assumption that having a tenant paying something is better 
than nothing. But signing a multi-year lease at below market 
rent is problematic, particularly for smaller landlords because 
the lower revenue stream may negatively impact their value. 

Recent trends have seen some landlords leasing the space 
temporarily to “pop-up” stores to fund the operating costs, 
rather than committing to a medium-to-long term low-value 
lease. 

Tenant Inducements

There are several things that landlords can do to fill 
empty spaces and get the rent they want. Below is a list of 
inducements that may be offered to potential tenants in order 
to entice them to rent properties.

• Cash inducements – attracting new tenants with a one-
time cash payment at the time of signing. 

• Tenant improvements and fixture allowances – offering 
to finance improvements to the premises to refit 
the property to serve the tenant’s needs. This can be 
facilitated in several ways, including hiring contractors to 
do the work or permitting the tenant to find their own. 
The landlord may choose to allow the tenant to draw 
from an agreed-upon pool of money or they can submit 
a bill for the work done. Improvements may also be used 
to persuade tenants whose lease is coming due to stay. 
By offering to fund updates and upgrades, the landlord 
increases the likelihood of keeping a long-term tenant.

• Rent-free period – providing a period of time where the 
tenant does not have to pay rent. Known as a rent-free 
period, in reality the landlord is averaging down the cost 
of the monthly rent over the period of the lease, thereby 
alleviating any issues around the devaluation of the 
property.
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What Is the Motivation?

Before deciding to use these inducements, a landlord will 
want to consider what the motivation is, aside from attracting 
a tenant, because there are both accounting and tax 
implications for each, and in some cases they do not align.

As a landlord, there are two competing motivations.  
One focused on the tax implications and the other is viewed 
from an accounting lens. 

1. Tax viewpoint – finding the most tax-efficient way to 
report inducements to provide a favourable tax result

2. Accounting viewpoint – having strong financials shows 
potential investors and lenders that, from an accounting 
perspective, the inducements are not impacting the 
bottom line. 

When a landlord applies for a loan or wishes to sell a property, 
financial metrics are important. The motivation is to allow 
for the accounting treatment of the inducements to have a 
positive impact to show prospective lenders and buyers.

Below is a chart that shows the general treatment that 
each of the inducements has from both tax and accounting 
perspectives for the landlord. This assumes that leasing is 
part of the landlord’s ordinary course of business. This is by 
no means an exhaustive list but instead provides a source  
of reference.

Cash Inducements Tenant Improvements  
& Fixture Allowances

Rent-Free Period

Tax Treatment 
for Landlords

Deduct over period of lease; or

Deduct as a current expense 
when paid or payable

Provided it is paid to the tenant 
either as a cash allowance or a 
reimbursement:

Deduct over period of lease; or

Deduct as a current expense 
when paid or payable.

Recognize rent according to lease 
but deduct the inducement over 
period of lease; or

Not to recognize any rent during 
the rent-free period by reversing 
the difference booked for 
accounting.

Accounting 
Treatment for 
Landlords

Capitalize and amortize over the 
term of the lease

Capitalize and amortize over the 
term of the lease

Capitalize and amortize over the 
term of the lease

BY ANDY YAP, 
CPA, CA 

Andy is a partner with Fuller Landau’s Tax practice. He can be 
reached at (416) 645-6536 or ayap@fullerllp.com.

BY MICHAEL KROFCHICK, 
CPA, CA 

Michael is a partner with Fuller Landau’s Audit and 
Assurance practice. He can be reached at (416) 645-6529 
or mkrofchick@fullerllp.com.
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DATA ANALYTICS FOR 
CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANIES
Data analytics is the process of extracting, processing,  
and analyzing large volumes of data to draw observations  
and conclusions.

Construction companies benefit greatly from the use of 
data analytics.  Transaction data (i.e., the data collected in 
your accounting and other systems) is analyzed to identify 
irregularities, potential problems, and issues to investigate 
further.

As a construction company, you want to ensure that your 
company:
1. Obtains construction materials on a cost effective and 

timely basis;
2. Prices your projects profitably;
3. Pays your suppliers on time;
4. Schedules your staff in the most effective way; and
5. Protects your assets.

As a first step in applying data analytics, it is important to 
assess the quality of your data.  What areas of your systems 
have potential data quality issues?  For example, if data was 
recently transferred into a new accounting system, ensure that 
the transferred data was compared to the existing system.
You can leverage data analytics to allow construction site 
managers to measure and make informed decisions regarding 
project concerns such as cost over-runs, schedule issues and 
internal controls.

The following are some examples of data analytics to 
strengthen internal controls, and thereby protect business 
assets:

1. Is there manipulation of the accounting records to 
hide unauthorized transactions? To test this, you could 
extract the general ledger detail by transaction into Excel 
(or preferably construction analytics software).  Include 
all fields available such as date, account, description and 
amount in your data extraction.  Analyze for unusual 
transactions such as round number amounts, transactions 
posted on holidays or on or around year end, suspense 
accounts, intercompany amounts, data overrides, etc.

2. Are there ghost employees being paid? Unfortunately, 
ghost (or fictitious) employees could be being paid 
by your outsourced payroll entity or directly by your 
company.  To test this, compare the outsourced payroll 
list to your employee master list, including employee 
name, address and date started with the company.  Are 
any employees being paid that are not on your employee 
master list?  Are any employees being paid after their 
termination?  Are there any two employees with the same 
bank account or address?  Are any addresses P.O. boxes?

3. Are employees or teams of employees working 
on projects for which your company is not being 
compensated (i.e., are employees “working under the 
table”)?  Depending on the systems you use, you could 
extract a project schedule file, including the dates, project 
number, team members, etc. and compare this data to 
hours recorded and paid by project number.  Is the data by 
project consistent?  Are there any unauthorized projects 
(unusual numbers, “suspense” projects)? All anomalies 
should be investigated. 

4. Are there consistencies in unprofitable or less 
profitable projects that need to be investigated? 
Assess project profitability by team, geography, and 
customer and conduct an analysis of any anomalous cost 
variations and trends.

5. Are employees working the hours claimed?  
If telephone bills are available from expense reports, test 
use of telephone during hours worked.  For example, 
are calls being made from Florida when the employee is 
supposed to be working on a project in Stratfford? 

6. Are there fictitious suppliers receiving payments  
from your company?  This may be tested by extracting 
the master supplier file from your system, including 
supplier ID, vendor name, address, phone number and 
start date.  Are there any suppliers with similar names?  
For example, Acme Supplier Inc., Acme Supplier Ltd., 
and Acme Supplier Limited may be data input errors but 
could mean that there are unauthorized payments being 
made disguised as amounts paid to legitimate suppliers.  
Based on the analysis, you will identify any companies 
that require further investigation.
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7. Are prices of materials correct? One data analytical  
test would be to extract the materials master file from 
your system and compare the data to a supplier’s product 
and price lists, including price, product number, etc.

8. Are cash disbursements for legitimate business?  
Test this by extracting the cash disbursement detail 
(cheque number, amount, payee) and look for missing 
cheque numbers and cross reference payees to a vendor 
master list.

The above is just a brief sample of potentially hundreds of tests 
that may be applicable to your organization.  For example, 
data analytics can be used to gain insight into which type 
of work or projects experience lower profitability and which 
employees worked on profitable vs. less profitable projects.

A forensic accountant can assist you by employing accounting 
and investigative skills to help you identify risk areas and 
methods of best extracting data for testing and analysis.   
This will enable you to manage the activities of your company 
to gain greater operational efficiencies, protect assets, and 
improve profitability. 

BY PATRICIA HARRIS, 
CPA, CA-IFA, CBV, DIFA, CFF 

Patricia Harris is a partner in Fuller Landau’s Valuation  
and Litigation Support practice. She can be reached at  
(416) 645-6570 or by email at pharris@fullerllp.com.
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It’s an expansive parcel of land that became known as one 
of Toronto’s poorest and most run-down neighbourhoods, 
but in 2006, demolition began to revitalize Regent Park, and 
The Daniels Corporation was selected as Toronto Community 
Housing’s development partner to revitalize 53 of the 69-
acre community. “It’s a strong and powerful community that 
was poorly planned from the outset and got put in a very 
difficult position,” explains Jake Cohen, VP of Implementation 
at Daniels. “Our job in this revitalization project is to build 
a vibrant community that creates a unique sense of place  
for everyone.”

The Daniels Corporation is a full-service, cradle-to-grave 
development company that builds new homes ranging 
from high-rise condominiums and townhomes, purpose-
built rental communities and mature living communities, to 
commercial office and retail spaces - with a deeply rooted 
social conscience. “The underlying goal of each and every 
community we undertake is to enact social change and 
impact people’s lives for the better,” says Jake. And although 

Daniels employs about 400 people, they think of themselves 
as a small- to mid-size family business with local roots in the 
GTHA, and no intentions of expanding beyond that, at this 
time. “Knowing the communities in which we work is essential 
to what we do. We don’t want to insert ourselves where we 
don’t really understand the pressure points.” 

Indeed, for over 13 years, the Daniels team has been working 
closely with Toronto Community Housing and the Regent 
Park community to create a vision for the neighbourhood and 
bring it to life. Previously, Regent Park was solely residential – 
no commercial or recreational facilities existed within the area. 
The low-rise residential buildings consisted of rent-geared-to-
income (RGI) units which had fallen into disrepair, and drug 
trafficking and violent crime ran rampant. “We’ve helped to 
turn that around through this revitalization project,” explains 
Jake. “Now, Regent Park is connected to the rest of the city 
and a mixed income, mixed use community is thriving and 
underway.”

ROAD TO SUCCESS
THE DANIELS CORPORATION
DOING GOOD WHILE DOING BUSINESS
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One of the main features of the revitalization is blending 
new, energy-efficient RGI units with market units together in 
the same neighbourhood, along with new commercial and 
recreational amenities including an aquatic centre, grocery 
store, bank, community centre, restaurant, and cultural facility. 
“The size and scope of the revitalization has really allowed us 
to become part of the community,” says Jake. “We aren’t just 
erecting buildings. We’re effecting change and making an 
impact on the lives of residents by hiring locally, procuring art 
from within the community, and making use of neighbourhood 
talent.”

And when Jake refers to “talent,” he is speaking in the truest 
sense of the word. “There is a big philanthropic component to 
our role in this community,” he says. In fact, Jake’s father Mitchell 
Cohen, President of Daniels, writes and composes songs for a 
spirited musical that is now in its 7th year. It offers a unique 
look at Regent Park as the neighborhood goes through the 
most ambitious urban transformation in North America. The 
musical is called The Journey – a Living History of the Regent 
Park Revitalization” and is primarily inspired by real life stories 
of Regent Park residents and performed by artists and young 
people from within the community. The Journey is a significant 
fundraiser that supports remarkable youth arts programming, 
operations, and capital improvements at Daniels Spectrum, 
the community’s 60,000 square foot cultural hub. 

“Unfortunately, the artistic talent skipped a generation in my 
family,” laughs Jake, who notes that sports are more his forte. 
He’s always played hockey and football and was on his varsity 
baseball team at McGill where he studied English Literature 
and Political Science, with a Minor in Economics. During 
summer breaks, he worked as a site labourer on the low-rise 

construction team at Daniels but was uncertain of his path 
upon graduation. “I really wanted to get my feet wet and learn 
as much as I could about the business,” he says, “so I joined 
the Implementation Department full-time, once I graduated.” 
Jake’s role touched on all elements of the company, and he got 
involved in sales and marketing, as well as the construction 
and development teams. “I discovered that I have a passion for 
the social side of development,” he explains, “and my focus has 
shifted from implementation to people and culture. The grass 
roots and organic culture at Daniels is key to our success, and I 
am determined not to lose that.”

Oftentimes, a shift in culture goes hand-in-hand with company 
growth, but as Jake notes, “there is a loud consensus at Daniels 
that our current size is a good size. We don’t feel the need to 
grow just for the sake of getting bigger. We can afford to be 
more selective with the projects we take on, and the people 
we hire.” 

So, what’s on the horizon for Daniels? “We’re getting involved 
in more housing developments for senior citizens, by virtue 
of the aging population,” explains Jake. “We’ve created a 
‘Universal Accessibility Program’ that goes above and beyond 
building code by offering wider hallways and mobility devices 
in barrier-free condo units.” Daniels has also added student 
housing programs into their construction portfolio and has 
become a long-term, purpose-built rental developer, as well, in 
partnership with institutional companies. 

“We’re not the type of company that just rests on its laurels,” 
says Jake. In fact, Jake and the 9 other VPs and 3 senior partners/
original founders recently participated in a corporate retreat 
where they reflected on what made them who they are today, 
and what they need to do in order to continue to be successful 
into the future. “We’ve built something that we are all so proud 
of, and we want to hold true to our core values going forward.”

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE DANIELS CORPORATION, 
CHECK THEM OUT ONLINE AT WWW.DANIELSHOMES.CA. 

Jake Cohen
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FAST FACTS, TRENDS 
AND RECENT NEWS
RESIDENTIAL
In September 2019, the Toronto Real Estate Board (TREB) reported year-over-year increases in average sale prices for all residential homes. 
Overall, this represents a similar change from last September, when average sales prices for all types of residential homes had increased 
from the year before.

AVERAGE PRICE
2019 2018 % CHANGE

DETACHED
City of Toronto $1,360,623 $1,342,363 1.4%

All TREB Regions2 $1,050,421 $1,008,361 4.2%
SEMI-DETACHED
City of Toronto $1,069,119 $995,951 7.3%
All TREB Regions2 $833,790 $792,353 5.2%
ATTACHED/ROW/TOWNHOUSE
City of Toronto $987,837 $920,744 7.3%
All TREB Regions2 $726,676 $683,330 6.3%
CONDOS
City of Toronto $636,817 $615,582 3.4%
All TREB Regions2 $595,013 $570,140 4.4%
ALL HOME TYPES 3

City of Toronto $913,096 $864,275 5.6%

All TREB Regions2 $843,115 $796,786 5.8%

RESIDENTIAL HOME SALES TRENDS1

YEAR-OVER YEAR SUMMARY FOR THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER

1 Source: Toronto Real Estate Board Market Watch September 2018 and September 2019.
2 All TREB regions include Halton, Peel, York, Durham, Dufferin, Simcoe, and Toronto.
3 Includes row homes, co-operatives, co-ownerships, detached condominiums and link properties.

DETACHED SEMI-DETACHED ATTACHED/ROW/TOWN CONDO

PRICE RANGE
2019 2018

%  
CHANGE 2019 2018

%  
CHANGE 2019 2018

%  
CHANGE 2019 2018

%  
CHANGE

$0 to $99,999  3  2  -  -   1  -  1  1  -  3  11 

$100,000 to $199,999  43  25 72.0%  -  1 100.0%  -  1 0.0%  49  82 -40.2%

$200,000 to $299,999  101  106 -4.7%  6  8 -25.0%  4  4 0.0%  281  582 -51.7%

$300,000 to $399,999  413  406 1.7%  96  93 3.2%  51  59 -13.6%  2,538  3,658 -30.6%

$400,000 to $499,999  1,182  1,168 1.2%  297  273 8.8%  527  500 5.4%  5,405  5,163 4.7%

$500,000 to $599,999  2,383  2,107 13.1%  571  686 -16.8%  1,208  1,331 -9.2%  4,038  3,477 16.1%

$600,000 to $699,999  3,598  3,253 10.6%  1,466  1,642 -10.7%  1,942  1,584 22.6%  2,563  1,959 30.8%

$700,000 to $799,999  4,656  3,946 18.0%  1,809  1,222 48.0%  1,133  840 34.9%  1,239  989 25.3%

$800,000 to $899,999  4,588  3,494 31.3%  817  547 49.4%  656  497 32.0%  741  645 14.9%

$900,000 to $999,999  3,479  2,587 34.5%  413  297 39.1%  302  265 14.0%  424  353 20.1%

$1,000,000 to $1,249,999  4,649  3,705 25.5%  425  367 15.8%  240  186 29.0%  414  338 22.5%

$1,250,000 to $1,499,999  2,574  2,160 19.2%  301  193 56.0%  106  73 45.2%  184  170 8.2%

$1,500,000 to $1,749,999  1,328  1,084 22.5%  120  69 73.9%  43  32 34.4%  99  91 8.8%

$1,750,000 to $1,999,999  652  599 8.8%  56  28 100.0%  13  11 18.2%  67  50 34.0%

$2,000,000 +  1,528  1,371 11.5%  57  62 -8.1%  22  15 46.7%  106  109 -2.8%

SALES BY PRICE RANGE AND HOUSE TYPE1  - ALL TREB REGIONS2  - SEPTEMBER 30TH YEAR-TO-DATE

1 Source: Toronto Real Estate Board Market Watch September 2018 and September 2019.
2 All TREB regions include Halton, Peel, York, Durham, Dufferin, Simcoe and Toronto.

TREB also reports data on the number of sales by housing type and price range. Of noteworthy mention is the sharp increase in number 
of sales for detached, semi-detached, row/town homes and condos valued over $700K. 

NUMBER OF SALES
2019 2018 % CHANGE

 909  665 36.7%

 3,616  2,829 27.8%

 283  255 11.0%
 746  653 14.2%

 100  75 33.3%
 708  579 22.3%

 1,450  1,282 13.1%
 2,071  1,791 15.6%

 2,995  2,468 21.4%

 7,825  6,455 21.2%
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ECONOMIC INDICATORS

               2019         2018
Q4 Real GDP Growth       3.7%           2.9%

Toronto Employment Growth  
As at August 31            4.2%            2.3%
 
Toronto Unemployment Rate  
As at August 31            5.9%          6.1% 

Inflation (Yr/Yr CPI Growth) 
As at August 31            1.9%           2.8%

Bank of Canada Overnight Rate  
As at September 30          1.75%         1.50% 

Prime Rate  
As at September 30          3.95%        3.70%

Chartered Bank Fixed  
Mortgage Rates  
1 Year             3.64%       3.49%
3 Year             3.94%       4.30%
5 Year              5.19%       5.34% 

Source: Toronto Real Estate Board Market Watch September 2018 and 
September 2019.

BUILDING PERMITS
According to Statistics Canada, the overall 
dollar value of building permits for 
the City of Toronto during the period 
January to July 2019 was similar to the 
same 7-month period in 2018. The most 
significant increase came from commercial 
building permits, but this was offset by 
a decline in industrial and institutional 
and governmental building permits. It is 
interesting to note that the number of 
residential building permits decreased by 
0.88% for the period January to July 2019, 
compared to July of 2018, where there 
had been a 1.47% decrease from the same 
7-month period in 2017.

BUILDING PERMITS - JULY
VALUE OF CONSTRUCTION (THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)

RESIDENTIAL INDUSTRIAL COMMERCIAL
INSTITUTIONAL 

AND  
GOVERNMENTAL

TOTAL

January to 
July 2018 $6,812,872 $712,035 $2,685,796 $698,361 $10,909,064

January to  
July 2019 $6,753,122 $543,013 $2,888,701 $628,409 $10,813,245

% change -0.88%
 ($59,750)

-23.74%
 ($169,022) 

7.55%
 $202,905  

-10.02%
 ($69,952) 

-0.88%
 ($95,819) 

January to July 2018

January to July 2019

Residential Industrial Commercial Institutional
and  

Governmental

Total

VALUE OF BUILDING PERMITS1

TORONTO, ONTARIO 
($000)

$8,000,000

$6,000,000

$0

$2,000,000

$4,000,000

$10,000,000

Source: Statistics Canada - CANSIM table 026-0021 Building Permits

$12,000,000
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OUR REAL ESTATE AND CONSTRUCTION PRACTICE GROUP 
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of skilled labour, and shifts in the economy to name a few. The Fuller Landau team  
has hands-on experience providing practical insight and value-added service to  
companies just like yours.


